CONFERENCE FACT
SHEET
FAR AWAY FROM ALL THE HUSTLE AND DRESS CODES THE
DENMAN IS THE IDEAL VENUE FOR INSPIRING MEETINGS,
SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES. OUR SPACES ARE EASILY
ADAPTABLE TO YOUR CONFERENCING NEEDS.

SPACES

T

he Terrace restaurant and The Library
are well suited to holding meetings and

presentations. The restaurant can be used
as a whole or split into two separate spaces.
The larger of these is the balcony room which
is equipped with blackout curtains ideal for
occasions requiring a projector. Tables can be
easily moved around to your desired layout.
Essentials for coming up with brilliant ideas are
all included:
Complementary WIFI

AREA

Pens & Pencils
Tea & Coffee Facilities

Spaces

SIZE

Cocktails

Banquet

Classroom

Entire Restaurant Space

200

120

100

192m2

Balcony Room

90

60

60

76m2

Terrace

90

60

60

76m2

The Library

40

−

−

45m2

Apres Bar

79

−

−

76m2

Projector & Large Retractable Screen
Flip Chart

CAPACITY

Catering Options are available to break up the day with Breakfast, Brunch,
Lunch and Afternoon tea. Choose between a Half Day and Full Day food
& beverage option to suit your schedule.

ACCOMMODATION

T

o make the most of your event, workshop or meeting, enjoy a restful night
in our comfortable hotel rooms. We have a range of room types which

can accommodate your guests individually or together. In keeping with the
legacy of an older style ski chalet our rooms are snug and welcoming, many
with features from our heritage and some with stunning views of the mountain.
A perfect way to keep inspired.
Our accommodation is just a stones throw away from the Village Square and
a 5 minute stroll to the chairlifts, making it easy to incorporate any outdoor
activities into your event. We can suggest a great range of things to do in and
around Thredbo Village.

Information about our different room types can be found at
 www.thedenman.com.au/stay

FOOD & DRINK

M

ixing work and play? Why not let us help you arrange a cocktail
party or dinner to complete your event.

THE TERRACE RESTAURANT
(Maximum Capacity 120 Seated- 200 Standing)
Against the stunning backdrop of the snowy mountains the Terrace
Restaurant awaits you, offering a unique and casual dinning experience.
Sit back and relax, enjoy the atmosphere of being in the mountains as

food &
drink

we serve up an array of dishes with classic flavours accompanied by
fine wines.

APRES BAR
(Maximum Capacity 79)

GET IN TOUCH
To make the most of our spaces, get in touch

This hole in the wall night spot is the perfect space to host a cocktail

with us at  events@thedenman.com.au

party at the conclusion of your event or more simply used as a place

where we can provide you with a quote and/

to meet for a casual drink after the days work is done. A great place

or recommend options to suit your event.

to relax and unwind. Take a seat in the afternoon sun on the balcony,
soak up the mountain views, and cool down with your favorite drink.

Balcony
Terrace
Apres
Bar
The Library

